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Response to ICE Inquiry report and it's recommendations:
With no offence to the recommendations, most are not attacking the core points,
many are not prevention measures.
Raw logic is required, direct action, by first understanding the raw basics below:
•
•

•
•

drugs begin by an operator who organises the manufacture of the drugs with
aims to make big tax evaded money
manufacturers are then created, lately home based labs that are harder to
detect and a bust will only be a small dent of one out of hundreds of small
scale labs
chemical suppliers are formed, including shonky doctors and pharmacy trade
persons or imports by mail/cargo
dealers are then recruited to do the sales for a small sling and free drugs

These are what recommendations should solely address, as the affects after the
"above", are of little use to stop the above main factors such as:
•
•
•

the drug buyer/user
family upheaval from drug use
crime and service uses

notably all single person issues, however, again basic logic needs to be applied to
those 3 factors, discouragement, prevention, early education, and deterrents.
Helping families is not the way, such money is better spent on all the aforementioned
primary paragraph.
What was ignored, was the huge cost in tax evasion of drug sales and its ways of
redirecting huge money from economy spending into the drug empire, and, the main
reason for cartel growth is the drug money they earn, allows them to expand and
protect their drug entities better.
In the first submission, I submitted the best tool that can heavily impact the main
elements in the first 4 bulleted elements, that being, heavy penalties with immunity
from prosecution if they give up the next chain.
User dobs in dealer for immunity
dealer dobs in supplier/manufacturer for immunity
supplier/manufacturer gets big sentence reduction for supplying chemical supplier or
immunity if they can supply the Mr Big the "operator of it all"
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The mandatory penalties to be harsh enough that those caught would rather
immunity and freedom instead of long prison, it then places mistrust within their
organisations, moreso knowing the new dobbing scheme is very effective, they will
likely move operations overseas.
Fixing these, automatically resolves the many recommendations that were made in
submission round one.
We are left with imported ready-made drugs and chemicals to deal with, this is a
customs issue whereby the tax evasions it saves will pay for a mass increase in
customs screening, but within it, will catch other type drugs, illegal firearms and other
illegal materials.
Aus post customs per an AFP terror suspect statement, saw a man get over 300
weapons past Aus Post customs the suspect alleged, indicating there might be some
very suspect staff, another report on our shipping docks showed it is too easy to
bring drugs in on ships into ports, these can be dealt with by borederforce
department using more strategic plans, likewise much intelligence information can be
gleaned from the aforementioned dob-in scheme.
We need to aim for checking every item that enters our shores, it wont take long to
clean up the whole trade.
Prevention: this should start as a school lesson inclusive of footage of some of the
crazy images of what ICE users do under addiction and how it has destroyed so
many lives and families, it is more valid than teaching gay issues to school kids. Also
TV adverts of some of the most crazy things and bad things Ice addicts do, whereby
it is so crazy most people would say they would never want to become that stupid.
To help families maximally would be to implement all I have stated. but also useful to
use for all type drugs, and you cant secure your borders without also securing
customs entries.
The recommendations I read are all over the place, we need a targeted plan, direct
action plan of attack with direct results, then it's benefits auto resolve all the
secondary effects in most recommendations and more effectively.
For example it is useless educating for example emergency dept workers as they
know more already, they see more than mental health workers, but they are only
seeing the secondary damages to what I listed as the primary causes of damage,
availability and sales.
It takes more than this inquiry, it takes realisations, logic, then people put together to
formulate fixes to the primary causes, then work with governments to implement
them nation-wide to avoid state government indifferences.
Unlike many so called experts, who have never seen or known the primary
operators, I happen to know the bad elements from operators to dealers, to chemical
strategies, thus the actual creators. Stop the creators you stop the chain.
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You will not stop drugs at the user or family level, and most recommendations were
attempting that.
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